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Summary
This paper proposes a framework to support appropriate application of endpoints in animal experiments. It is recommended that unpredicted endpoints should be explicitly considered alongside scientific endpoints and justifiable endpoints as the three types of endpoint which comprise the “humane.” We suggest there is a need for clear identification of each type of endpoint and an understanding of the interactions between these types. The use of an “endpoint matrix” during study planning is proposed to promote methodically sound and consistent definition, determination, and detection of unpredicted, scientific, and justifiable endpoints in animal experiments. It is claimed that the further development and use of this tool will support a more effective and harmonized practical application of humane endpoints for all animal use in line with best practice recommendations.
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1 Introduction

The most widely used definition of humane endpoints, published by the OECD (2000: p. 10), sets out humane endpoints as: “The earliest indicator in an animal experiment of severe pain, severe distress, suffering or impending death.” However, humane endpoints have been recently described as “a refinement strategy designed to minimise pain, suffering or distress experienced by animals during an experiment” (Hendriksen et al., 2011: p. 344). This more recent description reflects the progress that has been made over the last fifteen years in the drive to prevent avoidable laboratory animal suffering, through recognizing humane endpoints as a vital component in the application of the “Three Rs” principles. Standards in this area have also been embedded within the laws that govern animal use; the phrase “humane endpoint” was first recognized legally across the EU on January 1, 2013 when member states were required to implement Directive 2010/63/EU (EU, 2010) on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes into national law. However, we have questioned the construction of humane endpoints within this legislation (Ashall and Millar, 2013), with suggestions that the Directive is reliant on the narrow definition of humane endpoints proposed by OECD over 10 years ago (OECD, 2000) which promotes humane endpoints as an alternative to death as an endpoint. We (Ashall and Millar, 2013) have expressed a concern that the Directive will not promote recent advances in understanding and best practice application (Hendriksen et al., 2011) of this concept which presents humane endpoints as a refinement strategy designed to minimize suffering and eliminate any avoidable suffering in all animal experiments.

Using examples of practical tools designed to aid ethical reflection and decision-making (e.g., Lindl et al., 2012; Mepham, 1996; England and Millar, 2008), it is proposed here that there is a need to formally structure the detailed ethical analysis and practical decision-making required in fully embracing this important refinement strategy. Initially, best practice guidance on the application of humane endpoints is discussed. Hendriksen et al. (2011) articulate the complexity of this concept and we extend this work to suggest that there exist several different types of experimental endpoints which are important for the articulation of “humane.”

We propose that the concept of “unpredicted” should be considered alongside “scientific” and “justifiable” when determining endpoints, with each requiring individual consideration alongside an understanding of their interactions. Through the development of an endpoint matrix we provide a format for the consideration of each of these three types of endpoint, suggesting that:

a) Each type of endpoint is accurately defined;

b) The practical application of each endpoint to the experiment is determined; and

c) Information is collected which will allow endpoints to be accurately detected.

It is suggested that the further development and use of the endpoint matrix will result in the appropriate selection of the most humane endpoint and should reduce overall animal suffering through more effective use of this refinement strategy.
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2 Classes of humane endpoints

Humane endpoints have long been recognized as important in reducing avoidable laboratory animal suffering. The term has been commonly used in published literature since a conference held in 1998 in Zeist, entitled “Humane Endpoints in Animal Experiments for Biomedical Research” (Hendriksen and Morton, 1999). In the following years a number of important publications addressed this concept, including international guidelines on their practical use from the Canadian Council on Animal Care (1998) and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (2000). More recent publications have challenged researchers to consider how humane are traditional practical approaches to humane endpoints (Franco et al., 2012) and recent best practice guidance has built on these important earlier works to develop a concept of humane endpoints which can be a powerful refinement strategy (Hendriksen et al., 2011). We have suggested (Ashall and Millar, 2013) that this recent practical guidance positively reflects the conceptual complexity of humane endpoints and thus can demand greater reflection from a researcher than traditional near-death endpoints. To illustrate this point, Hendriksen et al. (2011: p. 345) suggest that “there are four specific situations in which the application of humane endpoints should be considered.” These situations are summarized below as defined by Hendriksen et al. (2011):

1. When the scientific objectives have been met and there is no reason to continue the investigation.
2. When unexpected suffering occurs. In this situation, the suffering is not related to the experiment but is unexpected and has not been anticipated at the outset.
3. When suffering was anticipated at the start of the experiment, but has become more severe than predicted.
4. When pain and/or distress are an inherent part of the experiment and are anticipated at the outset.

This conceptual framing could be extended as follows: the different situations presented above relate to different types of endpoint, each having implications for the determination of “humane.” Some of these have been individually characterized in the literature and as such they are elaborated below.

A. Scientific endpoint which relates to situation 1 above has previously been defined as “the criteria that will be used to indicate that the experimental objective has been reached” (Wallace, 2000). This endpoint does not relate to animal measures of suffering but rather to the scientific or other data which must be gathered to achieve the objectives of an experiment. As further scientific information is not required, any suffering (whether severe or not) caused when an experiment continues beyond this point would be considered “avoidable.” Its use as an endpoint is humane because this represents the earliest point at which the experiment can be ended without data loss. However, an experiment will only be ethically acceptable within a cost/benefit calculus when the scientific endpoint proposed falls within the limits of permissible suffering.

B. Justifiable endpoint: The identification of humane endpoints through cost-benefit justification in animal experiments (situation 4 above) has recently been addressed following the drafting of Directive 2010/63/EU. Lindl et al. (2012) suggest that “a justifiable balance is required between the needs of humans, animals or the environment and the pain, suffering, and distress of animals proposed to meet these needs.” We propose the use of an original term, i.e., “justifiable endpoint,” to define humane endpoints which are based upon a cost/benefit justification. As part of the ethical approval of experiments expected to cause any pain or suffering, the benefits expected to be achieved must be used to justify a specified level of suffering. The justifiable endpoint is reached once this level of pain or suffering is detected. As it is not considered ethically justifiable to exceed this endpoint, it could be considered the absolute limit of “humane” experimentation. Hendriksen et al. (2011) highlight the important interaction between the scientific endpoint and a humane endpoint identified during cost/benefit justification: if the scientific endpoint cannot be reliably reached before the justifiable endpoint, animals will be removed from the study before the experimental aims are achieved, resulting in data loss and therefore unjustifiable animal use.

We propose here that these two previously identified humane endpoints do not encompass a clear consideration of unexpected outcomes (Hendriksen et al., 2011, situations 2 and 3). Unexpected suffering can occur during an experiment, either due to changes which are not directly related to the research experiment or to suffering which is different from that expected as a result of the experiment. We suggest that “unpredicted endpoints”, which have not previously been explicitly defined, also need to be reflected upon and planned for.

C. Unpredicted endpoint: Unexpected suffering might occur following an unrelated illness or accident or from unexpected adverse effects of the research. Unexpected suffering might necessitate humane intervention, irrespective of whether the scientific or justifiable endpoint has been reached, since the suffering is not related to the attainment of the scientific goal or has not been factored into a cost-benefit justification for the study. This type of suffering presents a greater challenge to the research team since its form and severity cannot be factored into the cost-benefit justification during research planning and therefore this type of endpoint cannot be defined in advance. It is very important, however, that the management of unpredicted endpoints is carefully considered so responsive plans are defined as part of study design. This means it is essential that animals are regularly monitored for general signs of pain and suffering in addition to any specific expected signs. When expected suffering is occurring, it should be regularly determined that additional adverse events are not also occurring. Since the level of suffering justified by the expected benefits of the experiment cannot be exceeded, in such a scenario we suggest that the concept of “cumulative suffering” is important. This concept has previously been applied to cumulative measurements of the severity or duration of suffering in experimental animals (Honess and Wolfensohn, 2010). Humane intervention will be required if the suffering caused by adverse events alone or in
addition to any expected suffering exceeds that which was justified by the expected benefits of the study. In practice this would mean that animals suffering due to unpredicted adverse events should not simultaneously be exposed to the levels of expected suffering justified in the cost/benefit calculus. Unless adverse events can be managed to result in minimal suffering or the scientific endpoint can be achieved well before the identified justifiable endpoint, adverse events might therefore lead to humane intervention before the scientific endpoint is achieved.

We have explored unpredicted endpoints as an important type of humane endpoint which should be considered in the effective application of this refinement strategy. We suggest that each of these three types of humane endpoint should be both individually and jointly considered during study design and throughout the research process. As illustrated above, the endpoint which is ultimately defined as humane will require careful consideration on every occasion. The endpoint matrix (Tab. 1) was designed to facilitate methodical consideration of each of these ethical endpoints.

Tab. 1: The endpoint matrix

The endpoint matrix is envisaged for initial use as a blank document which can help structure the necessary reflective processes during the planning stage of each study. Here the matrix contains example data translations for each cell to illustrate some important considerations. It will need to be considered in several stages and by different personnel; as such the tool should provide an opportunity for reflective and efficient team communication. Once completed the matrix should be used as a reference document during the study to accurately alert staff to the achievement of an endpoint. After the study the matrix can be kept as a record of the endpoints which were reached and reviewed in dialogue with the research team, a form of research debriefing, to help improve research protocols and communication strategies. It may be useful also for retrospective review, encouraging further progress to be made in the application of humane endpoints.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Define</th>
<th>Determine</th>
<th>Detect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scientific endpoint</strong></td>
<td>The criteria used to indicate the experimental objective has been reached.</td>
<td>What specific and minimum (e.g., P &lt;0.05) data is required? At what point will no further data be required? How does this affect expected suffering and cost benefit justification?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Justifiable endpoint</strong></td>
<td>The maximum level of suffering which can be justified by the expected benefits of the experiment. This degree of suffering will necessitate the ending of the experiment, even if the scientific endpoint has not yet been achieved.</td>
<td>Ethical review should perform a cost/benefit analysis of studies which are expected to cause suffering. The animal indicators of the limit of justifiable suffering should be determined before the study commences. How could any expected suffering be avoided, alleviated and/or minimized?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Justifiable endpoint</strong></td>
<td>An endpoint identified by unexpected suffering which is not related to the experimental aims or is different from that which was expected.</td>
<td>General indicators of pain and/or suffering must be monitored in addition to expected specific signs. The experiment must be ended if unexpected events occur which, when considered alongside expected suffering, result in cumulative suffering beyond that justified by cost benefit or if unexpected events are likely to interfere with the achievement of the scientific endpoint.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Endpoint matrix

The development of tools which help to guide or structure ethical reflection is not a new approach. Within the context of animal experimentation and in response to Directive 2010/63/EU, Lindl et al. (2012) recently proposed a formal procedure which aims to ensure the ethical defensibility of applications for animal experiments by balancing potential benefits against harm to the experimental animals. This is one recent example of the publication of practical guidance which aims to support structured and more transparent ethical assessment. A further example of this type of tool is the “ethical matrix” (Mepham, 1996) which was originally developed for examining the ethics of animal biotechnology development and application, and likewise aims to facilitate ethical analysis. This tool has subsequently been developed and applied in a number of different ways, potentially exemplifying the need for ethical tools to support decision-making in the context of the complex set of ethical dilemmas that scientists and others working with animals face (England and Millar, 2008; Millar, 2011). Thus we propose there is a need to develop a practice-oriented tool, such as those discussed above, to facilitate the comprehensive application of this complex refinement strategy; guiding researchers through the ethical and practice-related decisions involved.

With reference to the “four situations” identified above, Hendriksen et al. (2011) suggest that “each situation requires a specific decision to be made with regard to the application of humane endpoints.” Our description of the three types of endpoint above and published literature further illustrates this point; scientific endpoints can be detected through data collected by the research scientists whilst justifiable endpoints and unpredicted endpoints will require the detection of suffering by animal care staff working with the research scientists (Morton, 2000). Justifiable endpoints can be accurately defined during experimental planning whereas unpredicted endpoints should be discussed in terms of management strategies, but they are determined during the experiment. There is consequently variation in the type of information required, time-scales, individual staff responsibilities, and a need for effective communication and coordination within the research team. The need to apply these data to each type of endpoint has led us to develop a tabular matrix which encourages researchers to define each type of endpoint, determine how they might apply to a particular experiment, and identify how each will be accurately detected during the study (Tab. 1). It is important to recognize that this format is not intended as an indication that each endpoint can be considered in isolation. The determination of scientific and justifiable endpoints is intrinsically linked because a particular scientific goal is used to justify expected suffering, however, detection of either endpoint would be likely to require humane intervention. Likewise, adverse events occurring alone or in addition to expected suffering may result in an unpredicted endpoint being achieved before the scientific endpoint is met.

4 Discussion

We have presented unpredicted endpoints as an additional factor which needs to be explicitly considered alongside scientific endpoints and justifiable endpoints in aiming to achieve the most humane endpoint in animal experiments.

The development of the endpoint matrix represents an original framework for unpacking humane endpoints in animal experimentation; it further develops the notion of “humane” as defined through three different types of endpoint. Furthermore, it provides a conceptual framework for structuring the information and decision-making necessary to practically implement this complex refinement strategy. It has historically been the case that the relativity of the term “humane” has led to changes in the application of humane endpoints as we continue to strive to make progress in the important commitment to the 3Rs (Ashall and Millar, 2013). The endpoint matrix is presented here as a conceptual tool to help structure reflective processes, the next development step is to operationalize the matrix through scenario testing in order to support the accurate practical application of the most humane experimental endpoints.
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